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Honorable Jo1m D, Bates
Presiding Judge
United Stutes Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Comt
Washington, D.C.
Dear Judge Bates:
~d to enclose writlen answers to the questions that you sellt me in your letter of
~oncernillg bulle collection of metadata through pen register/trap and trace , ,

(PH/TT) devices authorized under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act. The GovenUllcnt is
prepared to discuss our responses with you and your staff at the Court's convenience.
Let mc once again thank both you and those members of your staff for youI'
consideration of the Government's proposal to re-initiate the National Security Agency's
PRiTT metadata collection and analysis program, Should the Court have any additional
qnestions, COlllmonts 01' cOllc~ins, please do not hesitatc to contact me, Thank you,

avid S 'is
"s1slant Attorney General
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NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
CENTRAL SECURITY SERV[CE:
FORT GEORGIZ G. MEADE, MARYLAND 2.0765-6000

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, NATIONAL SECURITY
DMSION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
SUBJECT:

l'01CelCm Intelligence

Surveillance

-INFORMATION
(UIIFOUO) I am happy to provide on behalf of the National Securily Agency
the Foreign Intelligence
to you, As you know,
you and members of your staff as
intelligence officers and attorneys at
we!! as pel~Ol1J1el at the Office ofthe Director of National Intelligence to carefully and
.comprehensively review the Court's questions and provide these responses, I very much
appreciate the spirit of coopemtion shown by all Involved in the eifort.

(NSA) the enclosed information in
Surveillance Court (FISC) posed in

(UI/~ We would be happy to answer all]{ aclditional
have and to meet with the COUlt as
,
please
Many thanks,

Sincerely,

rifl.IifiL

Lieutenallt General, U,S. Army
. Director. NSNChief, CSS
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NSA: (Tsttell/NF) NSA Intends 10 store and process the collected metadala in repositories
within secure networl(s under NSA's control. The metadata will
unique
markings, or 'tags," sUCh that software -and otherI
user
authentication services) can restrict access to it
personnel who have
received appropriate and adequate
These tags
are applied to the metadata during the I
stages,
and remain attached to the meladata as II is
(TSl/St/lNF) The pre-query metad~ing In NSA's PRITT repositories Is highly

sensitive metadata pertaining t o _ f Internet communications, a substantial
portion of which will be communloations of United States persons located In the
United States who are not the subjeot of any FBI investlgat/on. This mal(ss this data
set unique and extraordinary, and forms the basis for the special access and
handling
I

stili Include umnlnlmized
person
for
reason, query results must be handled and disseminated
In accordance with NSA's legal compliance and minimization procedures (USSID
SPODi8).

PRfIT quelyresults will be handled and protected according to USSID·i8
guidelines. In addition, the PRITT provenance of the query results will be preserved
as the Information passes from one system or' process to another consistent with
NSA product sourcing requirements. In particular, NSA policy states that sourcing
Information Is necessary for (he preparation of intelligence reports (a/l of which must
Include references to the sources of the information contained therein), and for later
tracl<lng of any disseminated information. If Information derived from PRITT
(ISUS lllr>I .)
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6 (TS(lS '//-/"F) Query resu lts could Inc/ude Information provIded orally or In writing, and could Include a tip or a lead
(e.g., "A query on _ o vad Identifier A revealed a direct contact wltl11dentlfler Z"), a written or electnlJ\lc
depiction of a chall
a GompiIElt]t:m or summary of direct or Indirect contacls of a RAS~approved seed, a
draft or finished repo ,or any olher Infonnatlon that would be returned follOwing a properly predicated PRITT query.
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B. What Is the reason fOI' granting an "n'I/mM"rl
It because of increased collac!lon?
NSA: (l'S/.ISIUPlr>j Under prevIous Court Orders, NSA safeguarded against queries using
non-RAS-approved seeds by limiftng the number of analysts with authority to query
tile metadata and providing those analysts with special training to emphasize the
Importance of the proper use of RAS-approved seeds. NSA monitored the
effectiveness of these safeguards, by logging all analytic quelies for auditing
purposes.
(T~ II~!I!'1F) I
NSA Implemented technical controls which blocl< any
analytic query
with a non-RAS-approved seed. Accordingly, NSA
has not proposed to limit the number of analysts with query authority under its
application. However, as also described below In the response to question V.A.,
NSA will exercise Internpl management controls to Identify analysts who may make
such queries . In addition, the logging of analytic queries will continue to serve as a
compliance measure. NSA 15 also seeking explicit authority to share query results,
as needed, throughout NSA's analytic enterprise. (This topic Is discussed more fLllly
in the response to question VA, below.)

,
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D. What is an "auditable record" of accesses? What specifically
Does this apply only to use of the analytic tools, or to any access of the data?
NSA: (T:>IISIIINF) An audltable record Is created each time the PRITT metadata Is queried
using an intelligence analysis (IA) query tool. Analyst utilization of an IA query tool is
most typical, but technical support personnel may also utilize an IA query tool in
sllpport of their activities; audltable records are created In either case. Currently the
auditable re cord captures the dateltlme of the query, the analyst SID ("Standard 10",
a unique Identifier for each NSA employee), the identifier that was used to query the
metadata, and the IP address of the machine used to perform the query.
(+~({~I/INF) Technical access to the systems that support the processing, transport,
and storage of PRITT metadata is logged consistent with the standards required by
the System Security Plans associated with those systems . While the exact format of
the logged re cords varies according to th e specific system, a majority of the technical
log r!3cords con tain: (a) the us er performing the action, (b) information about the
location of the user, and (0) a date/time stamp.

E. What ara the reasons for the different expiration dates proposed for RAS
determinations? If FISC orders are used as one basis, why not 90 days for USPs?
NSA: (TSI/SIHNF) The proposed dates (1 80 days for Identifiers believed to be associated
with a U.S. person, 365 days for other identifiers) are identioal to those approved by
the Court beginning in September 2009 (docket number BR 09-13) for Business
Records (BR) FISA. In the reality of mission operations, in which analysts worl, on a
day-to-day basis with tile query results from approved identifiers, it Is typical to revisit
and reaffirm RAS determinations more freque ntly than the Court requires. As new
Information becomes available for a particular RAS Identifier it Is promptly assessed,
This assessment may result In a deC/sian to revalidate or Invalidate the Identifier.
NSA seeks to maintain consistency In the expiration dates used by the two
authorities In order to reduce posslbie confusion and support the adoption of
standard analytic procedures.
F. What arB the qualifications and training of the 20+ people making RAS
determinations? Is there forma l training andlor guidance on application of the standard?
NSA: (TSIISW~I") Currently there are 15 individuals at NSA (of the 23 approved In the
Orders) who -make RAS determinations under th e BR and PRITI authorities: All of

~

,
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these Individuals have been trained about and understand the requirements for RAS
and the need jor additional aGe review of U.S. person Identifier nominations.
ffSiiSlllflF) In March 2009, NSA established a process for certifying Ihdivlduals to
mal<e RAS determinations. This process consisted of two mandatory steps: a period
of on-the-Job training provided by already-qualified Individuals, and an oral test of
I<nowledge of the applicable requirements jointly administered by SID Oversight &
Compliance and the NSA's Education and Training organization. All 15 of the
individuals who currently make RAS determinations took and passed the test
between March and May 2009, The certification process was designed ol'lg'inally for
Use within the BR authority; It is currently undergoing review and revision so that It
explicitly applies to both the PRffT and BR authorities .
(TBIIBh'II~F) NSA carefully selects the analysts to be trained to mal<e RAS
determinations. While there is no cast-Iron set of qualifications for this responsibility,
'11/ of the 15 people who l11al<9 RAS determinations possess substantial experience
both as Intelligence analysts and, specifically, as Intelligence analysts working the
CT target set. Currently the group has an average of 8-10 years of experience. In
addition to possessing deep experience, these Individuals usually carry additional
functional responsibilities as team leaders or senior analysts,
(TSIISIII¥IF) Training and guidance on the RAS standard, Its application, and the
evidence that Is required [0 l11eet it, is routinely provided to analysts who worl< with
,PRITT and BR metadala. Senior intelJlgence analysis and NSA's OGe provide this
training as needed.

G_ With regard to information previously collected, can
or,rmortlon of information authorized for

,
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A. What is the reason for unlimited internal sharing of query results? Will thosa to whom
dissemination is made "eceive training?

NSA: (TSNSIIlN') Internal sllaring of query results will not be unlimited; such sharing will be
strictly limited to a distinct population within NSA- those individuals who are fully
Indoctrinated for USSID-1 B and who are also engaged in the analysis and reporting
of counterterrorism and other relevant foreign Intelligence targets- a process
directed and controlled by NSA leadersllip. No additional PR/TT-metadata-speclfic
training will be required for internal sharing of query results.
(T~"W(~I~) The Government believes that USSID-1B-based dissemination processes
provide well-tested and consistent procedures for analytic sharing of query results,
and that they appropriately balance the Government's need for foreign intelligence
information while protecting tl18 privacy Interests of persons under the Fourth
Amendment. They afford the highest protections where the privacy Interests of U.S.
Persons are involved, whether at the point of ~ollectlon, lise, or dissemination.
(TS/J'Shl'NF) Results of queries of PRITT-sourced metadata are Inherently germane to

the analysis of counterterrorism-related foreign Intelligence targets. This is because
.of NSA's adherence to the RAS standard as a prerequisite for querying PRITT
metadata. In order for an Internet communications address to be
as a
"seed" with which to query the collected metadata, facts must be
that
rise to a reasonable, artlculable suspicion that

IIMn~n analyst population Is critical to the success of the NSA's

. NSA's collective expertise in the Foreign Powers resides
analysts, who sit not only in the NSA's .
,tArtArrnri"m An,"''';'r. Enterprise, but also ii', other NSA organizations or product
lines.
"rn,-'olT Analytic Enterprise, a mission element which comprises
analysts, intelligence analysts, and target developers,
of NSA's counterterrorism effort. The vas! majority of
§P,~ciflc terrorist
e.g.,
I

ability to
I
,
compliantly and in accordance with USSID-'18 guidelines will maximize thalil<elihood
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that the metadata will contribute to intelligence outcomes against the enterprise's
challenging target set.
~ In addition, NSA seeks to expand the sharing of PRITT query results beyond
·the Counterterrorism Analytic Enterprise. The overarching purpose for doing so Is to
produce better counterterrorism intelligence as a consequence of putting PR/TTsOLirced terrorism-related query results into the hands of analysts with Im~::~:~~::,
and expertise in other topics or targets relevant to counterterrorism. For
the International Security I I I J I I '
•
• I ;. • • II .. on on
I
i
The miss on 0 e ombating
Includes Identifying connections between prollferators of weapons of mass
destruction and terrorists, including those terrorists associated with the Foreign
Powers. The International Crime and Narcotics product line has the responsibility to
Inelntlfv clnnrlAr.'lIlrlnO
I
forms of
~

terrorists, including
the
Powers. Because so many
work to address terrorism-related
analysis and reporting requirements from myriad different angles, It Is Impossible to
estimate how many of these Individuals might b!3 served by the ability to Integrate the
metadata resulting from PRITT queries into their analysis.
(Tgl,lgl) In addition to requesting authority to expand the sharing of PRm query
results for the reasons described above, NSA also seeks to increase the number of
analysts eligible to query the raw PRITT metadata repository using RAS-approved
Identifiers. NSA will continue to employ the established, affirmative management
controls and reviews currently in place to vet RAS nominations for their relevance to
counterterrorism-related foreign intelligence targets. In addition, NSA will exercise
Internal controls to Identify analysts who may query the raw PRrrT metadata lIslng
RAS-approved Identifiers, and such Individuals will receive appropriate training.
NSA will also apply relevant policies and procedures governing access to raw
SIGINT databases to the PRnI queries. Technological safeguards and controls,
such as vetted user Interfaces, the EAR, and auditing tools, will continue to restrict
and log acoess to the raw PRITT metadata to authorized queries made by authorized
intelligence analysts.
:.1.
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I
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fa attach to all disseminations, particularly if It is store~

, nd ifthe information is re-disseminated?

NSA: (T~I/slmIF ) It Illay be helpful to describe data marking In terms of three sequential,
but distinct, processing stages that PRITT metadata may undergo as it Is
transformed from raw collection to published Intelligence:
• Stage 1 - raw, unseleoted collection;
• Stage 2 - query results based on a RAS-approved Identifier, the sharing and '
analysis of those results among and by NSA Intelligence analysts and analytic
tools, and the storage of this Information in NSA databases; and.
• Stage 3 - intelligence disseminated to Intelligence Community. customers via
NSA's reporting mechanisms.

the Court's orders.
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In Stage 2, metadata selected by RAS queries, and subsequently shared,
analyzed, and stored at NSA, will be handled and protected according to USSID-18
guidelines. The tagging inFormation used in Stage 1 will still be retained with the
initial query results, but It will no longer need to be used as a basis for Invol\ing the
technical and management controls associated with and required for raw PRfTT
metadata.
(Tel/Sill/IF)

(l"SHSbYl4F) In Stage 3, PRITT query results, and any analytic results arising From It,
will be properly minimized prior to their inclusion and dissemination via an
appropriate reporting vehicle. Per NSA policy, analysts afe required to complete a
sourcing record for every dissemination. Sourcing records list the collection sources
(including PRITT metadata) of the information contained in the dissemination. NSA
does not Include source Information, or the sourcing record, in the actual
• • • • :. ~
:.
•• 1 ·
A If

.

-

-

c. Post-qu Y p
,g
p
query and its results were in compliance with the RAS determination and any olhe'f query
restrictions?
NSA:

~e the Emphatic Access RestriCIfR) was put into place.

, SID Oversight & Compliance
has conducted a complete (100
percent) au I of ali PRm metadata queries, an
Is audit has confirmed that there
has been no Inappropriate access to the sensitive PRITT metadata via Intelligence
analysis tools. Compliance audits have detemnlned that the EAR has prevented all
queries on non-RAS approved identifiers from accessing the metadata. NSA intends
to continue with full auditing capability of all queries using Intelligence analysis query
tools.

D. What is the govt.'s current thinking on dlsseminalion requirements: only USSID-16, or
some case-specific: reqUirements also? When do you expect to have a final proposal 011
this issue?
NSA: (TeIIS II/PlF) NSA seeks to Implement the standard USSID-18 guidelines for the
handling, Internal NSA analytic sharing, and external dissemination of metadata
information obtained or derived ,from PRITT
Government expects to
provJde a proposal to the Court by no later
The Government
regarding
would welcome the opportunity to discuss the
Implementation of the proposal.
E. Will there be, and what is the feasibility for, auditable records on dissemination and redissemination?
NSA: (S/lSWIREL) NSA maintains written records of Intelligence reports and other
Information disseminated (0 its Intelligence customers; it is through review of these
records that NSA has been able to provide the Court with its weekly dissemination
reports. Included among these records are records of the releases of United States
person Identifying inFormation and the facts that supported those release decisions.
In this respect, NSA already has auditable records on disseminated information,
although not ali auditing capabilities are automated.
(SI/SI'IREL) Recipients of NSA's Intelligence reports or information are provided
guidance on any requirements or restrlct/ons on follow-on use or handling of
the InFormation, by means of the caveats included with the information. Although
(hese caveats help to ensure that recipients are compliant with any such
requirements or restrictions, NSA can monitor compliance with these caveats only
through the cooperative efforts of all of the other Intelligence Community agencies.
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F. Why Is the retention time changed to 60 months (5 years),

VS.

54 months?

-

NSA: . (SOSIIIREL) The PR!TT retention time was changed from 54 months to 60 months to
develop and maintain consistency with the BR FISA Order. As described above in
our response to Question 4 (E), NSA seeks to achieve consistency in the
Implementation of FISA procedures whenever possible.

lYW~~p'g@;?Ir~ii1Jbg;~QY~r§!gtit{~i~;:':?·g;'.r;:::·_·ij::·:!;'~;;20<e:tt;::(hXt?i'~)t';~!llilij
A. Why Is the dissemination report requirement dropped?
NSA:

(TSIiSI/Io'IF) NSA has provided the Court with the total number of disseminated
. intelligence reporls containing PRITT-derived Information as part of Its renewal
applications. NSA intends to continue to provide the Court this number, and stends
ready to provide the Court with additional Information at any time.
(TSIISI.'1NF) NSA excluded from the curre~he weekly dissemination
report that the Court had required since_because 'o f other changes to
the proposed collection, notably the proposed change to USSID-18 for internal
sharing and dissemination. Prior PRITT Orders imposed unique procedures and
requirements for the dissemination of PRITT-derived information outside of NSA.
For example, to release UnitEid States person Identifying information derived from
E.O. 12333 metadata In a report, NSA's Chief of Information Sharing Selvlces (or
one of a few other specified NSA leaders) must determine that the identity Is
necessary to understand the foreign intelligence in the report. To release similar
United states person ";lentlfylng information derived from PRITT metadata, a smaller
subset of NSA leaders must determine that the Identity Is necessary to understand
the counterterrorism Information In the report. The weeldy dissemination report
served an important oversight function within this unique PRITT dissemination
frameworl<; it was in this report that NSA confirmed that the appropriate findings had
been made by the proper decision makers. The current application departs from this
historic framework, and proposes to apply NSA's standard, USSID-18-deflned
dissemination procedures to PRITT-derived Information as these procedures form
the very backbone for virtually all of NSA's dissem ination practices. For this reason,
NSA believes that a weekly dissemination report Is no longer necessary.

B. It appears that the compliance meetings and NSA OGG spot checks have been
modified from the previous order•. Can you detail these changes and provide the bases
forlhem?
NSA:

(f6,'/SI/IPIF) NSA removed the pair of OGC
because of tha
.
to the '

I

no longer el~fn~i~;;;i~~
spot checks to /
these "h .~Ni;r.r.:;rr;;r,;;;;
(8/FaII/Rob) The elimination of the OGC spot checlls should not be construed as

abandonment of any periodic or aperiodiC monitoring of the functioning of the
collection. Many of these are written into the application. In terms of ensuring that'
only authorized categories or types of Information are baing collected, the application
calls for a periodic meeting between NSA's OGC, Office of the Director of
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Compliance (ODOC), and the National Security Division of the Department of Justice
(NSD/DoJ) to review the metadata collected. Moreover, NSA's OGC and NSD/DoJ
will continue to review a sample of justifications for RAS approvals for identifiers
used to query the PRm metadata. Finally, NSA's OGC, as well as the ODOe and
other oversight and compliance organizations, will continue to examine NSA's
processes an,! practices to ensure compliance with the Court's orders. Nonetheless,
NSA seeks to retain the discretion to implement any number of oversight
mechanIsms and to change Ihose mechanisms over lime In response to changIng
concerns .
C. Please describe 111 detail Ihe oversight authorities that will be exercised.
NSA: crS//6WPlF) With re'spect to oversight of the authorities In the proposed collection,
NSA (Including OGC, ODOC, and the Inspector General), DOJ, and ODNI will
conduct oversight as outlined In tile application. Among other oversight
mechanisms, the application contemplates perlodlo meetings to assess compliance,
including a review of the metadata collected to ensure that only those categories or
types of information described in the application are being collected, and reviews of a
sample of the justifications for RAS approvals for identifiers used to query the
metadata.
(l'8I1'SINNF) In addition to these oversight activities specifio to the application, NSA is
engaged in developing and implementing a comprehensive compliance program that
Is applicable to this colleotion as well as NSA's other collections.

1. (U//f6Iffi) Compliance and oversight are two parts of the same coin. Each is
necessary to ensure that the Court-ordered actlvit/es remain lawful. Compllanoe
Is a management funotion designed to deliver (not oversee) well-planned,
effective, and comprehensive compliance activities. Compliance starts with a set
of rules (the Order), ensures .a shared understanding among technical,
operational, and .legal personnel, and then puts In place managerial controls,
awareness, training, monitoring, and technical safeguards to reach flnd maintain
compliance. Oversight Is an independent review focused on the quality and
performance of the compliance program. Both are absolutely necessary, but one
does not make up for the other.
2. (U/~) The compliance and oversight efforts at NSA - and the oversight
efforts at DO,], ODNI, and DOD - go substantially beyond what Is written in the
DIRNSA's declaration PI' proposed Order. Effective compliance and oversight
are not performed simply through meetings or spot checks. Compliance and
oversight are conVnuous efforts that require continuous management within a
structure that promotes a shared understanding of the applicable rules and the
requirements necessary to implement such rules.
3. tTSfISlflNF, Accordingly, compliance and oversight activities and resources must
be applied comprehensively across all NSA operations, systems, and people.
The PRITT program, lil<e others at NSA, leverage multiple parts of the NSA
community.
'
4.

(T8I/SlIiflF) The Director of Compliance, in support of that continuous
management approach, has Instituted important structural and managerial
Improvements at NSA, in particular:

a. The appointment of an Associate Director fOI' Special Compliance Activities
to focus on compliance wltll nle BR and PRITT FISA Orders. In particular,
this role ensures a continuous focus on a shared understanding among
technical, operational, polley, and legal personnel in both the drafting and
implementation of the Orders.
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b. The formation of a technology compliance office to ensure that system
developers are properly trained, made aware of the requirements and
restrictions In the Orders, and NSA prioritizes the actual implementation of
Important technical safeguards.
c. Clarifying, through written documentation and.In-person discussions with
NSA Senior.Leaders, specific roles and responsibilities with respect to
compliance efforts. Governance is one of (he keys to a successful
compliance program across NSA and aile of the primary efforls to date has
been clarifying those roles and responsibilities.
d. The use of documented verification procedures developed In conjunction
with DOJ and ODNI to ensure that every statement In the NSA Declarations
is appropriately checked for accuracy and completeness and, upon receipt
of an Order, that every requirement Is assigned a clear owner and that
there is a shared understanding about each requirement. FurthellTlore,
ODOC, working with others, monitors the implementations of these
requirements using a rlsl<-based methodology.
.'

e. Initiated meetings between NSA's Director of Compliance and OGG, DOJ,
and ODNI on a regular periodic basis (currently weekly) to discuss
cornpllance and oversight rnallers.
f.

With respect to the PRITT prograrn, the Office of the Director of
Compliance will monitor the configuration governing the extraction of
specific metadate fields to ensure robust compliance with the Order,
recognizing this as a high-risk area for compliance issues.

g. Continued focus on training for the BR and PRfTT Orders. In the latter part
of 2009, NSA finished its online course (which was previously cjelivered inperson) covering the BR-FISA program and was close to cornpletlon of the
online PRITT course (which is on hold pending a new Order). These
courses allow NSA personnel to receive timely guidance In a consistent
format to increase a shared understanding ·of the requirements and
restrictions of these special FISA prograrns.

h.
on
Identifiers accompanied by the ability
metadata.
i.

5.

would continue
of RAS approved
audit all queries into the PRITT
I

More generally, the formation of a Compliance Panel of the NSA Advisory
Board, to provide external advice and guidance to the compliance activities
at NSA. This Panel Includes representatives from the legal profession,
Industry privacy officers, acadernla, 'Ind Industry compliance offices.

(U!fFet:le) Recognizing the Importance of a comprehensive approach, the NSA
Director of Compliance is prepared at the Court's convenience to discuss in
detail the specific items listed above or rnore generally the approach and plan for
continuing future Improvements to the compliance program.

Has thel'e been consideration of periodic and aperiodic monitoring to ensure
compliance?
·
.
NSA: (TSIISIIo'~I F) Yes. NSA has given substantial consideration to periodiC and aperiodic
rnonitoring and is committed to Implementing and Improving these activities. As
ODOC establishes a Comprehensive Mission Compllsnce Program, one of the pillars
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of that program Is Monitoring and Assessment. One of the principal goals of this
improvement will be substantially shortening the time between a potential Issue and
its detection.
(l'Il!!IlIllNFJ The NSA OIG has also proposed monitoring for oversight purposes as
contained In the attachments.

(TSffSIfIIdF) See the attached word and pdf documents provided by OIG on an
Intended audit of PRITT prior to the last Order expiring as an example.
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